A very important video came into our hands that affects us all.
The bare bones of this video have been compiled by Despatch in order to enlighten our viewers. Pass this material on, or get the video and share it with others.

LORD STODDART of SWINDON, who resigned from the Callaghan government over Europe, introduces the video. It is a message to the people of the United Kingdom re the European Union and its implications. Lord Stoddart warns that the complete take over of England is occurring. He warns that the EU will “interfere into every nook and cranny” of Britain’s lifestyle, and calls this “the Battle for Brit-ain.”

TREVOR COLEMAN, Independent Researcher of Sanity Group, presents the grim news of loss of all freedom in England and other member states of the EU. This amazing Union that is actually a forming up of the old Roman Empire, just as the Bible predicts, is removing all independence, democracy and rights. Reports Coleman: “Sovereignty means freedom for the people to govern themselves, and to be free from outside control.”

England has already lost this. They have lost “sovereignty.” This has happened in secrecy and by stealthy means. The politicians made out that the EU was a trading agreement only, and the way that freedom for England would be lost was repressed. The Prime Ministers over thirty years have sold England into bondage. It has happened – the “growing influence of Brussels to be hidden” has been the agreement.

REGIONALIZATION.
In 1996 the EU published brochures on Britain’s various areas – in these brochures the name “England” did not appear. For an exam-
ple, one for the South West of England simply states, “The South West - a Region of the European Union.” The same has happened with Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Various areas of those countries are entitled in the EU brochures, “Regions of the EU.” No names for the countries appear.

In maps produced by the EU, it is shown that England is divided up into regions, but the word “England” is not on the maps. There are also sub-regional barriers shown on the maps. EIGHT REGIONS of various colours are on the EU maps for what used to be England’s land mass. Get the Video and see these astonishing changes.

PARLIAMENT.

The Westminster Parliament will soon be abolished under EU domination. There has been no public support for this, Coleman reveals. Dismantling of a nation state is occurring in England. The video shows the setup in detail. The new parliament of the Europe Union meets in secret! Only one ministerial representative is allowed from each country of the membership.

The President of the EU, Romano Prodi, has enormous power and influence. He is a political appointment, as will be all Presidents of the EU. The appointment of the President is decided behind closed doors!

The European Commission is responsible for all the laws of the EU that now govern England and European member nations as a whole.

“Community law now takes precedent over domestic law.”

Most EU law prohibits any interference by Westminster other than “implementation.” Westminster has NO CHOICE but must implement the laws in every way. Westminster
has no power at all under the EU. British Parliament now has no power, it is merely a “talking shop” to give an impression of democracy to the people. All regulations eventually go through the EU parliament, and MUST be ratified by the EU.

The EU that affects every aspect of Britain’s life has created many thousands of laws. There are 100,000,000 words of legislation.

For an example of the tyranny involved.

EU laws will mean the end of the production of automobiles in England, with the loss of thousands of jobs. When EU laws are finally fully implemented it will mean massive unemployment because of rights of regulation of immigration being controlled by the EU. There are new regulations on temporary workers. In 1992 Britain signed away its rights of regulation of immigration to the EU. Immigration is now out of control.

**SIGNED AWAY FREEDOM.**

The British parliamentarians have signed away freedom by agreeing to 5 treaties:


**3 decades of draining away power from England.**

**VOTING RIGHTS.**

England can vote for only 14% of the people who make the laws in the EU parliament. These laws are to be over all of Great Britain. Soon, as the EU enlarges, England will be able to only vote for 10%.

All the people of the EU power structure have a lifetime immunity from prosecution. The civil servants, the bureaucrats and the newly formed EU police force, when they are working for the EU. Their records and files cannot be accessed, no search or enter allowed.

They are above the law.
EUROPEAN ARREST WARRANT.

In the British Extradition Process these safeguards were in order:
Evidence was heard, offence under British law decided; warrant correct, arrest by British police, safeguards by Magna Carta and British Common Law.
A British citizen, before the EU, could be arrested for an offence in another country, but the procedure will be entirely different under EU law.

EXTRADITION PROCESS UNDER EU.

No British scrutiny, can be arrested for matters that are not an offence in Britain, warrant not seen by suspect, not held by arresting officer, a warrant need not exist at all. Arrest can be by a foreign official, not a British officer.

These strange and alarming changes were brought about under the guise of TERRORISM LAWS - to counteract terrorism! But only two of the Extradition Laws have anything to do with terrorism.

(Beware Australia of the new “terrorism” laws!)

British people can now be arrested and imprisoned for breaking laws not even offenses in Britain. 99% of the laws under the EU arrest warrants have nothing to do with terrorism. They are doing away with trial by jury, the right to be heard by a jury of citizens.

This is not yet fully implemented; Tony Blair wants the extradition process and laws to be fully in action in England. Under the British law constitution the European Arrest Warrant is unlawful, but that does not matter under the tyranny of the EU.

1972 AGREEMENT WITH THE EU SUPPRESSED ... BRITISH PEOPLE TOLD BY POLITICAL PARTIES IT ...
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CORRUPTION IS RIFE IN THE EU.
There are no regulations to control monetary corruption. Much that is going on would be called FRAUD under British law, and there would be a demand for prosecution. No democracy under EU, no choice for nations in the constitution.

THE VIDEO SHOWS THE RAMIFICATIONS OF THE EU CONSTITUTION.

Article 1. Respect for national identities. But this is not the same as national independence.

Article 2. Federal administration.


Article 4. Legal personality of its own - a single new state of Europe, that is able to act on its own independent of member nations. Britain's voice on the international stage will be lost.

Article 5. Fundamental rights. This gives the EU power to legislate and control every area of the member states, absolute power over England as well.

The EU has the right to impose limitations on human rights, in the interests of the Union. This means that Sovereignty is removed, England will be in the power of a non-elected corrupt, parliament.

Article 6 & 7. EU citizenship means that discrimination on national grounds is prohibited. Those of another culture can come to England and take jobs from the English people. No language barriers allowed. Before long England's national identity will "whither and die."

Article 8. Primacy of EU law.

National law making will cease!

Article 9. States shall support EU, and uphold all that is set up in the constitution.

Article 10. Coordination of policies on common foreign and defense policy.

FEBRUARY 2003, THE TIMES.
"The Times" in England reported in February 2003 that Tony Blair has agreed to all of this in a private luncheon with the chairman of the EU Constitution! There was no
consultation with Westminster, and no agreement from the British public, not even a public announcement. It is about the **FINAL TRANSFER OF POWER**.

All political parties in England are in agreement with this bondage to the EU, excepting the Independence Party. There is no negotiation possible; member states cannot say “NO.” It will be impossible soon for England to ever leave the EU. **Coleman** said, “Our nation is about to disappear and become a part of a federal state. We now face by the summer of 2004 the EU which will destroy our legal system, our currency, our way of life, our constitution, our independence and our parliament.

There is no public debate, the Media has been gagged! There is a MEDIA BAN!

This is the greatest threat to England as a nation since 1940. For 30 years we have been lied to!!”

---

**A COMPOSITE VIDEO**

**THAT YOU MUST HAVE.**

A composite of important videos can be sent to your home, cost $10 posted. Ask for THE EUROPEAN UNION VIDEO.

You will see ...PART I of the EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, the rebuilt TOWER OF BABEL, the SEAT OF SATAN in Europe, the WOMAN RIDING THE BEAST in statures, paintings, on monetary exchange in the EUROPEAN UNION – and more.

---

**PART II**

**You will see and hear LORD STODDART of SWINDON and TREVOR COLEMAN** as they bring their message, independent of the Media, to call on the English people to protest and fight for their country against the amazing EU – the revived Roman Empire in 2003. What we have shown you in Despatch is merely a synopsis of what the video we will send to you contains. WRITE FOR IT!

---

**RENE RIVKIN.**

The strange prosecution and sentencing of Rene Rivkin, top stock market player and once multi-millionaire, is a matter to be concerned about. The sentence of jail detention each weekend seems over the top, extreme and bizarre. He has been fined heavily, lost his authorization to participate in trading, been humiliated and destroyed – but that is not enough. Rivkin must go to jail, over a very small profit gain by so-called “insider trading” –

---
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